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Using the 5-Step Competing Schedule Model (Smith, 2001): 

Step 1: DEFINE & TEACH DESIRED BEHAVIOR:  

(1) Define for yourself the new schedule and routines your family will have so you can teach and promote it well.  

(2) Develop a written schedule of all activities you value and want the family to engage in. These might include: 

➢ School/Learning, Fun time, Social interaction with friends and relatives, Chores, Exercise, Free “choice” 

(3) Define each activity by start and stop time, and requirements by each family member . 

(4) Get children(s) input. 

(5) Incorporate choice for children especially during free time (may want to define options). 

(6) Telling isn’t teaching so use examples, check for understanding, minimize words used and have more than one 

discussion before you expect family to follow the new schedule. 

Step 2: PROMPT DESIRED BEHAVIOR: 

(1) Maintain consistency across time and parents; stay grounded and calm, and be organized. 

(2) Use Pre-correction often until children know and follow routine. 

(3) Provide and utilize a visual schedule. 

(4) For School/Learning time: 

➢ Access what school is offering 

➢ Focus on special topics of interest 

➢ Review and practice previously learned material 

➢ Consider incorporating a social component to maintain interest and increase important social time 

➢ Create opportunities to respond and give constructive feedback (specific constructive feedback with 

encouragement for future effort for errors, and specific praise for correct). 

➢ Show them how, then do it with them, THEN and ONLY then have them do it by themselves. 

Step 3: REINFORCE DESIRED BEHAVIOR 

(1) Use conditioned reinforcers, at rate needed for success, for following schedule to start. 

(2) Order scheduled activities so that more preferred activities follow less preferred ones. 

(3) Praise when used correctly is powerful—use it often. Be specific, and enthusiastic. 

(4) Reinforcers are individual specific, so know what each child’s reinforcers are. 

Step 4: PREVENT KNOWN TRIGGERS FOR UNDESIRED BEHAVIOR 

(1) Ensure adults are on same page. 

(2) Manage own stress through exercise, time away from children, distributing responsibility. 

(3) Know individual triggers for each child (or family member really) and think how to remove them, modify them 

so no longer a trigger, or teach the person a better way to respond to them (Smith, 2014) 

(4) Increase supervision across day.  

(5) Provide more choice and predictability into day. 

(6) Calm, calm, calm. 

Step 5: RESPONDING TO UNDESIRED BEHAVIORAL ERRORS 

(1) Shift thinking so more time on reinforcing (and prompting) what it is you want, than what you don’t. 

(2) Think of “mis-behavior” simply as an error, as it helps to maintain grounding in your responses.  

(3) Follow through with pre-established consequences that are: (a)logical, (b) short in duration, (c) matched to 

level of offense, and (d) instructional. 

(4) Always consider each error as a means a child has at getting a need met. How might you teach, prompt and 

reinforce a better way to get that need met?  
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